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Statement

Of HRC Goals
Presented To Campus Council

72

That the Human Relations
Commission (HRC) continue
to exist, preferably as an independent body funded for 1972-7- 3
by the College not Council, was recommended by the
outgoing Council to their suc-

cessors.
Council also
The lame-duc- k
suggested that the new Council consider the
Statement of Hum an Relations
--

Donkeys To
Choose Candidate

specific responsibilities.
The convention platform

which will be debated tomorrow
has been organized by Lynn
Hamilton. The platform incorporating the views of several
writers and the Democratic
party, will be amended and
voted upon plank by plank as
this convention's stand on the
major issues of the 1972 campaign.
Physical arrangements have
been handled by Cleve Rick-seckand John Pitman. The
er

To Write
Or Not
To Write

Atlanta, Ga. - (LP.) - Respondg
ing to a recent campus
by an Atlanta term-pap- er
supplier, both the Dean
of Emory College and the
College Honor Council have
issued statements condemning
the use of termpapers secured
from outside sources and promising harsh penalties to any
Emory student who would subleaf-lettin-

scribe to their use.
Dean John C Stephens's statement reads in full: "Recently
announcements from outsiders

have appeared on campus offering to sell term papers to

students.
"An early impulse might have
been to treat such offers with
the contempt that they deserve
and to ignore them. . But such
an attitude would not take account of the immediate and
strong indignation voiced by
Emory students and faculty
at this affront to the character
and integrity of the Emory
Emory

community.

1,

.

consciousness, "the HRC
should stimulate the development of programs to involve
a minimum of 150 white stu-

dents in a white consciousness
and race education program."

The report lists three means
Goals and Action submitted by of implementing this program.
the HRC. If the HRC cannot
It could be done through "a
be established as an indepenPersonal Development course,
dent body, then the incoming
a Colloquium or a group in
Council may choose to coneach living unit."
tinue all ocating funds.
Curriculum, the second area
official program of the convenThere are "practical probconsidered, should be evalution was drawn up and edited
lems" with expecting the Col- ated by the Educational Policy
by Dick Kuhn.
lege to budget money for the
Committee (EPC) and the
The Credentials Committee is HRC next year, Doris Coster
Education Committee
responsible for arranging proxy observed. The College budThis evaluation should include
voting and handling challenges get is already being drawn-u"the use of departmental conto candidates and state delega- They would probably not
sultants or other resource pertions. Jack Bryar is in charge "find funds", she said, unsons." Planning should be-of the committee.
gin this Spring, with a schedule
less soon presented with a
Another important committee document.
In a vote taken Monday night,
is the Rules Committee. HeadRussell Jones, chairman of
ed by Lynn Allison, the Rules HRC, told Council that a copy the faculty decided to adopt
the following resolution to
Committee drew up an agenda
of Statement ot Human Hea-tion- a
guide the faculty members of
and the rules governing this
Goatm and Action was
Campus Council. The vote
convention. Assisting Lynn
sent to the President. An
was
65 for the resolution, 18
were Karen Bunning and Roger accompanying letter requests
opposed with 5 abstaining.
Trimm.
"that there can be some offiCampus-wid- e
publicity, incial response to (the state
"The faculty by a division
volving posters, radio spots,
ment) no later than May 15,
of
65 to 18 takes the view
and newspaper publicity, was
1972." Jones added that the
that Hell Week constitutes an
done by Dick Kuhn, Joyce
President's Office has not yet unnecessary tradition on the
Kreager, and Ros Reid.
acknowledged receipt of the
campus. It calls for a speedy
The Mock Convention ComStatement. It was forwarded
end to Hell Week and desires
mittee, operating under the
on April 14.
that
the Campus Council be
auspices of the Institute of
appraised of the faculty disThe report outlines "specific targets for 1972-73- "
continued on page five
approval,"
in
.

Afro-Americ-

an

p.

.

WOOSTER IN INDIA, PART I:

Finals Mean End Of Learning
... ...
Mike

Now

&

El ain Lapka

that the academic year

is drawing to a close at Ewing,
time is finally here to sit down

and put some of our thoughts
and impressions on paper. By
no means can what follows be
held to be true fpr the entire
country. It is too vast and
sprawling a country to make
any generalisations about. It
must be remembered then, that
what we write is the result of
being in Allahabad since our
arrival in August. Let me add
that both Indians and Westerners alike acknowledge this
area of Uttar Pradesh to be one
of the most backward in the
country, so that problems and
challenges presented, while
not necessarily showing the
"Indian" norm, at least show
the extent of some problems
and the amount of work needed
in some parts of India.

VI
r? J every.
same problem
you find
where that 30 page term paper
that's begun in the 7th week of
s"
the quarter, or the
before a test. But the
problem becomes really serious
when these big exams at years'
end determine your entire
grade, and whether you've passed or failed. With no exams
or tests or papers that count
towards the final grade during
the year, the students have no
motivation to really "get-inta subject in any detail. What
studying is done, is only over
that material which they know
for a fact will be on the examinations. So, a student of
English Literature will be
able to answer some questions
on "Macbeth," but won't know
anything about "Hamlet," or
"King Lear," and will never
have heard of Christopher Marlowe or Jonathin Swift.
Another problem with this
examination system, outside of
its failure to motivate students,
"all-nighter-

.

o"

.

regularly, and study hard the
entire year in order to get a
"first" or "second" division
on his exams; while another
who never attends classes or
studies, simply buys the exam
questions a month beforehand,
and gets the same marks. An-continuod on pog six
-

1973."

Also under curriculum
changes, the HRC proposes
that 1973-7- 4 library appropriations include funds to acquire

resources "to facilitate desired curriculum changes in
the realm of human relations."
The report asks that the Dean
and department chairmen

ex-

amine the possibilities of educating the faculty "through
seminars, lectures, and selected literature" on the
causes and cures of racism.
Decisions of the Dean and
chairmen are to be forwarded
to HRC by Jan. 1, 1973.
Third, "the administration
and the Teaching Staff and
Tenure Committee should
increase efforts to recruit
black faculty and staff,"
including a black female admissions counsellor. The
recruitment program should
include public announcements
and advertisements. HRC set
Fall, 1973 as the date by
which the goals should be

attained.

Recruiting minority students is the HRC's fourth
immediate goal. The administration, especially the Admissions Committee, should
actively seek to enroll "students from minority races."
Its efforts and "interim goals"
are to be announced "prior
to the. end of the Winter QuarAdditional
ter of 1972-73- ."
student assistance should be
a a part of improving "human
relations in the community." Housing innovations, the
fifth topic, were referred to
the Deans' staff and "can
become effective for the 1973-7- 4
academic year." The report maintains that there
should be "a greater variety
of housing options." Fewer
students will enter the "room
draw" and will select "where :
and with whom they will live."
HRC suggests that floors or
sections within dormitories can
continued on peg six
.

Chance For Peace
WASHINGTON, D.C. (CPS)
call for an emergency nationwide Moratorium on May
A

4, to protest the escalation
of the war and bombing of
North Vietnam and asking for
an immediate end of the war,
was issued in Washington
this morning, April 20.
The call was signed by
over 50 people, most long active in antiwar activity, and
backed by more than 20 members of Congress. It includ?
ed Ralph Abernathy, Daniel
Ellsberg, Judy Collins, and
FINAL EXAMINATIONS
Shirley Chis-nolThere is a week of regular is that sad fact that it doesn't
The May 4 Moratorium
reward those students who do
falls on the second .anniverclasses left, then a 3 week
work hard for it. Copies of
before
the
sary of the fatal shooting of
preparation leave'
previous years exams can be
four students at Kent State
big, "do or die" examinations
purchased in the bazaar for
Jniversity in Ohio.
in April and May. Students
According to Ron Young,
have been cramming like mad only a few rupees, and since
this last two months in prepar- the examinations rarely, if ever, a spokesperson for the Morachange from year to year, the
torium who conducted the
ation for them. With exams
student has all the possible
Capitol Hill press conferonly at the end of the year,
ence, the emergency Morathe students put-o-ff the studies questions before hand. One
student may attend classes
torium will demand that the
as long as possible. It's the
'-Repres-

Tomorrow's Mock Democratic Convention brings to an end
the intensive planning efforts of
the Mock Convention Committee,
a small but determined core of
students who have been meeting since fall quarter to put together the 1972 convention.
Senior political science major Lynn Allison chairs the committee and will act as Chief
Clerk to the convention. The
committee itself began meeting
regularly as a whole rather than
as separate, coordinated committees during winter quarter
when student participation was
lagging. Other committee members, however, have assumed

10-pa- ge

of steps "announced by Jan.

seven areas. Many of the
recommendations conclude
with specific dates by which
reports are to be completed.
First, to broaden student

entative

COW

(

Number 23

m.

President and the Congress
act to end the war. "This
can be done at once if the
U.S. will: (1) stop all

.

bombing throughout Indochina; (2) set a specific
date for the early withdrawal
of all American forces from
Indochina; (3) end all American support for the Thieu
government in Saigon, accomplishing a true Vietnamization
in which the Vietnamese peo-

ple make their own decisions
about their future; and (4)
a return to the Paris peace

talks."

The call came one day before a scheduled student
strike and action day on over
one hundred U.S. college and
university campuses. At the
press conference. National
Student Association President
Margery Tabankin and National Student Association Pres- continuod on pogo 2

'
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Another Mice Day
By Doug Welch

Thumbing through notes of
the bad dream machine
y'
next week is the second
of the Kent and Jack-so- n
State tragedies. May 4,
1970 a warm, sunny, daydream
al
day in
Ohio. A
song on the radio, cut off by
the mechanical stiffness of
"This is a news bulletin
then the shock, the stunning
impact, or the anger began to
well up for some.
Certainly two years is too
short a time for a sense of historical meaning about Kent and
Jackson State to emerge.
American History texts of future years probably won't re-

...

'anni-bersar-

North-Centr-

..."

call the incidents, except,

perhaps, for a paragraph or a
stray sentence on the phenomena of the peace movement
and the social upheavel of the

late sixties. A latter-da-y
writer or social critic may obscurely allude to Kent and
Jackson State. Children a
generation from now will ask,

Canada that summer, conversations would eventually turn to
Kent and Jackson, and the consensus seemed to be "only
in America" could such things
happen.

years
historical meaning will be attached to these
two tragedies. Yet there are
many young people who have
attached some meaning to what
happened two years ago next
week, for whatever reasons
they may have. For some it
marked the beginning of their
alienation from America, while
for others it completed the process; they are lost to America
Perhaps

twenty-fiv- e

from now no

forever. Since Kent and Jackson many others have become

invisible, disillusioned by
politics and social activism,
their energies flow into their
personal lives.
So where does it all lead?
Back to the notes of the bad

dream machine your head, my

head, the past, and whatever
memories or feelings one does
or does not have about Kent
"What were Kent and Jackand Jackson. Next Thursday
son?" much as I had wondered, will be the same as any other
"Who was Alger Hiss?" It
day. People will go about their
can safely be said however,
business; coping with problems,
that Del Corso will not be
learning, or fighting off boreelected President, so any imdomdepending on where their
pact of these tragedies, on the heads are at. If its nice a
future, if there is any will be
pretty girl will look towards
more subtle.
the sun, saying, "Gee, what a
All rhetoric of "law and order" beautiful day." A few, perhaps,
and people "deserving" to die
will mentally put on a black
aside a total of seven people
armband. And if I can get
died at Kent and Jackson.
down to it, "Student, prof,
Seven human beings. Why?
businessman, hardhat, houseHad the warhawk come home to wife, conservative, liberal and
roost? The tragedies,the
silent ones; America, what
shadow of its wings upon Amer- does it mean when you kill
your sons and daughters?"
ica. Who knows. While in
In support of an Emergency Nationwide Moratorium protest
a,
ing U. S. involvement in
the following community
actions have been scheduled for Thursday, May 4, in Wooster
from noon to 4:00 p.m.
Indo-Chin-

1.

Picketing at the Armed Forces Recruiting Center
(corner of Bever and Liberty).

2. Picketing will also be organized at the draft board
on N. Market St. and at Congressman Ashbrooks
office on Liberty.
--

3. Distribution of Moratorium literature in downtown
Wooster.
All sympathetic members of the Wooster community are
urged to join in these activities.

For information contact Bob Newman, Box 2376, phone
264-954- 5.

More on Chance for Peace
university in the United
States to spend the day on
Friday in intensive antiwar
organizing, designed to build
a sustained spring campaign
to end the war."

Pg. 1
ident Margery Tabankin and
National Student Lobby

from

Co-Direc- tor

Peter Coy called

for,

"...every college and
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Editor

JIM BREINER, RICHARD KIELBOWICZ, Managing

HOPES SOME

0HECN&

Urban Studies Rips Off

Those of you who know me realize how I
hate to bitch, unless of course I see my civil
Those of me
liberties being abused
in my committee are pretty fed up with the sections. So be it; who isn't? So I conform (why
rock the boat if you get seasickness) and apply
for an
house. It had humungous
potential. Student planned, organized, thought
about, oriented to you name it, it was all
there.
The Faculty and Deans are right on (fist).
They see the weakness of sections (perceptive). Through huj an kindness they are setting up alternatives. O.k. this is what I'm
angry about: another way to say what the
Deans are doing is that at the expense of stu
off-camp-

us

dent planned and carried out programs, the
Administration (dirty word) is ramrodding programs through that they feel are relevant, such
Urban Studies House. How
as the
g
(not mv
can you compare a
apply to take
students
where
term) situation
part to one where a bunch ot kids get together,
plan what they want to get into, feel love for
each other, and want to grow and develop as
individuals and as a group? No comparison.
If my house gets ripped off, because of
this, don't talk to me for at least a week.
so-call-

ed

living-learnin-

Name Withheld
Upon Request

WhereletterThere's HOPE There's Life
will take five minutes to
The following
children
read. During that time, thirty-fiv- e
throughout the world will die simply from lack
of proper health care and knowledge.
As each new year begins, there is always a
longing for those things which may bring a
happier tomorrow. At the end of the sixties,
the eyes and minds of many were focused toward the moon on a small step one man took
for mankind. The student body of Bethany College is capturing the idealism and energy of

college students so vitally potential in this
decade, by sponsoring a "Hike for HOPE,"
to bring the world many steps closer to Project HOPE'S medical mission for mankind to
spread Health Opportunities to People Every-

where.
In a world where such an excess of spending
goes on for fratricidal wars and defense,, the
comparatively small expenditures for the HOPE

have lit a tiny, inexpensive candle in the darkness. Last year, HOPE initiated two domestic
health training programs one in Laredo, Texas
for the Chicanos and the other in Ganado, Arizona for the Navajo Indian Tribe. The Ship SS
HOPE has been in operation for more than a
decade, in which time it has been invited to
ten nations on four continents and become the
most welcome ship in the world. Imagine how
far along our world would be toward the elusive
dream of peace if all the ships that now carry
atomic weapons and escort troops were manned

It's

by men in white and not khaki.

the differ-

United States, twenty HOPE projects could be
operated around the world for a whole year
with fantastic dividends for peace and a growing legacy of health.
In developing the idea of a "Hike for HOPE,"
Bethany College is attempting to organize all
of the colleges in the te
area (a possibility of involving 70 schools yielding a force
of more than 200,000 students) along with any
interested adults and young people to hike a
25 mile course in Pittsburgh on Sunday, April
30. Each participant would have at least one
sponsor who has agreed to finance him with a
certain amount of money for each mile he hikes
up to the possible 25 miles. Rochester, New
York, had a similar hike last spring on the high
school level which resulted in 40 schools contributing close to 38,000 hikers and profits of
more than $600,00011 We will be dividing our
proceeds by donating 85 to HOPE and the remaining 15 to local charities.
Our object, though, is not solely how. much
money we can raise, but rather the implications
such a rally of bodies and minds could hold if
successfully supported. By reaching this high
level of inv dvement with college students at
the core, we will be proving not only to ourselves but to the nation that all generations
and all classes of people can peacefully meet
on a common ground and take steps together to
fulfill a burning desire within us.
HOPING we will be hiking together to reach
this goal!
tri-sta-

--

ence between an open, outstretched hand and
a clenched fist: between healthy, laughing
children and rows of little coffins. At the cost
of a single day's military spending by the

Robinsue Frohboese
Chairman, Project HOPE
Bethany College

Clean Up Those Pledges!
I am writing concerning what I feel to be a

misrepresentation that appeared in the Voice
and the Initiation Evaluation that was presented to the faculty, specifically the petition presented to the ISC by the Kenarden Independents. As I viewed this event, there was no
unanimous adoption of our proposal. We were
told that there had already been an agreement
concerning the first item on our petition ( the

use of showers in our dorm after being covered
with unpleasant substances) but when Jim
Hyman tried to get an agreement on the second
half of the petition (the use of the washing
machines for clothes likewise covered), the
section people did not respond. It there had

been a unanimous agreement, it was not while
we were present, and it would have been nice
if we were informed of such.
Colvin Bear

More on Gigger
Paul Riddle, second hopeful from Slater, started out
good, after rolling up 9040
Rush with 117,200 during the. during the week on the popular
week, Dave, with an 83,460,
But Paul protook over second place. It
ceeded to bomb out completely with a miserable total of
didn't look like his score
33,240.
would hold up for long,

continued from page eight

4-Squ-

Ted Brown, the first chance
for Slater, did not quite have
it that afternoon. Ted's
60,670 3 game total just did
not comprare with his 1 game
qualifier of 107,820 on

Then "Gigger" alias Larry
Gigax, with an impressive
146,340 on "orbit" behind
him, stepped up. "Gigger,"
a local product flipped out
3

Ron Etter, who qualified
with 95,660 on Olympic Hockey, gave it a go and ended up
with 90,770.

are."

.

Editor

AL MILLIKAN, Sporta
MERRI WANAMAKER, Circulation
SELENA CRUMP, Bans. Mgr. ROS REID, Frustrated Feminist
DAVE BERKEY, Prof. Consultant
Staff: Dove Fieldgate, Randy Luvoai, John Sharp, Anne
Matthews, Sally Driggs, Chuc Govsr, Jeff Adair, Bath McMillorv
Stanley Perdue, Dab Nssiwangsr, Dab Rondall, Larry Spragua,
Karl Zaleny, Lorraine Straw, Sara Rhodes.

;

consecutively good scores

for a 107,340 to take over

1st place.

Finally, Ed Wiley, who
qualified with 10,793 playing "Crescendo" his 3rd
time, put up a valiant effort
and it looked like he just
might win but his bid fell
short with a 95,470.
Ed had to settle for 3rd

place, Slater House went
home

empty-hande-

d,

and

"Gigger" and "Crazy Al"
walked off with the trophies.
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J C

"come-off.-

"

For the most part, the responsibility of the show rested in
to be a successful production
the hands of the Director (Jim
of Jesus Christ Superstar,
Hyman) who was also the musturned cold and rankled deep
within. The result of weeks of ical arranger and the drummer
and the conductor as well as
practice culminated in a probeing Simon Zealots. All this
duction which to me fell short
points to one person being
of perfection and satisfaction.
pulled many different directions
Certainly the singing in J.C.S.
at once raising dilemmas at
was better than what I. would
have guessed Wooster had, and every other minute. For example, how can one person: conit was the quality of the singduct and still hope to direct?;
production
ing which pulled the
play drums and hope to balance
off.
the entire show (actor to band),
To be blunt, I found the pro(which is indeed a musical
duction to have personnel
conductor's job)? It seems to
whose potentials and abilities
me that although it was indeed
anywhere
were never developed
admirable that a person would
near to what they could have
want to tackle all this at once,
been. The production was prewhich
it is just this over-loa- d
mature and lacking in depth.
hurt the production and implied
The acting was horrible and
thing.
the only attempts visibly shown the familiar ego-tri- p
A word here must also be
towards developing the drama
directed towards Wooster audwere: a pathetically melodraiences which are without a
chorus
by the
matic
doubt the worst I have ever
which (completely over-donseen or heard in my life. Logic
robbed the show of any remainme that when a person
tells
from
ing remnants of emotion
to see something in a
goes
in
scene
Stoll)
first
(Jim
Jesus'
he will at least have
"theatre"
the second act; and a vaudesome desire to listen. Not
ville dance by Herod (Jeff
true of our Wooster audiences
Chastian) which might have
who would rather talk during
worked had the dance not comd,
the production as well as
pletely ruined the singing.
and
pictures
flash
take
of
acting,
The best examples
walk in late. Perhaps these
which consisted of the actors
problems or games occur belooking at each other, were
cause the audience is bored
wooden at best.
with the production, but if this
On top of that, the over-a- ll
is true, then every audience I
balance between the band and
have
seen at Wooster has been
poor.
Too
very
was
singing
the
bored. Another game currently
often the singer could not be
popular in town and around Camheard or the momentum of the.
pus is the "clap hard and loud
music would suddenly fumble
when your' favorite actor (or is
looking'
at
with the characters
it friend?) is singing his best
each other and the audience
solo so that people will know
uncomfortable or at least slight- how good he is." I need only
ly lost and hoping that it would mention the obvious rudeness
"

up-stag- ing

e)

walk-aroun-

.

Ro then stein Arrives
Being represented in Ohio for the fourth time and the College of Wooster for the second time is Michael Rothenstein,
English printmaker of international distinction and author and
educator of enviable reputation in the art world. His family
has been distinguished in that field in addition to the fact that
his own list of credits is impressive. He has been represented
in over 100 exhibitions in the past 12 years, including several
international biennial exhibitions in Scandanavia and Europe.
The exhibition, which is presently on display at Frick Art
Center, through May 10 contains close to twenty prints done in
various combinations of techniques including photolithography,
silk screen, relief, wood cut and lithographic engraving. Possibly the most notable among the works are those which are
part of two larger series which have just recently been finished.
One series is a group of tritonal wood cuts based on the imagery of the sun and the moon. Each print is accompanied by
poetry of Shelley, Keats, Yeats or one of the other Romantic

poets.
which the artist gave while in
The two workshop-lecturphilosophy of art and his contrilight
on
his
some
shed
Wooster
butions toward making the print a significant artistic endeavor
which knowledge may add to our appreciation of his art. Whereas prints have traditionally been illustrative black and white
secondary pieces, Mr. Rothenstein's work may be considered
part of a vanguard effort to introduce a freedom and sophistication in printmaking which is in some ways unprecedented.
Having been particularly enterprising in relief printing, he
has significantly expanded on the traditional repertoire of printable surfaces and draws as an artist on the entire environment
for possible images for his prints. Evidence of this expansion
can be seen in the diversity of wood surfaces that can be seen
in the Wooster exhibition alone. Influence of the concept may
be seen in the work of George Olson who has done a considerable number of open block prints constructed from junk metal
and wood scraps.
The tone of Mr. Rothensteins' exhibition indicates a gene A
subtlety of style. There is not present, for example, the
of Warhol. Rather, the work is suggestive of larger issues
than the immediate subjects. Possibly a good example is
"Packaged New Junk", a copy of which is owned by the "Colleges' Art Department. It depicts a (Jittering night scene of
lighted sky scrapers emerging out of a common foil wrapper.
Indeed, the provocativeness of Michael Rothensteins' art
makes one wonder if, in fact, printmaking is not where its at in
es

to both the members of the audience who want to listen and
to the actor himself at this
point. It seems as though
audiences here love games.
The talent in the show was
better than good, it is too bad
that these people did not have
the kind and quality of help
they needed to get it together.
Once again it is not entirely
the actor who is to blame since
his responsibility rests in
his character, where
as the director's talent is to
put together the characters.
A production such as this may
be judged by many criteria; if
standing ovations are, a mark of
such a judgement, then Jesus
Christ Superstar was a success,
if hot
de-velop-

ing

...

While 'Superstar' was playing to packed houses of the
older set this weekend, 'Captain Billy', a children's

If the candid language and more candid camera of Andy
Warhol's 'Trash' did not send you hurrying to the exit wondering what the College of Wooster was coming to, you might have
experience.
had an interesting, if not pleasant, movie-goiYour inhibitions are given their first test immediately after
the credits prove that Andy Warhol's only connection with the
film was to graciously attach his name to it. In this scene we
young lady enmeet Joe, a heroin addict, and a
gaged in an unsuccessful attempt at oral sex. Unsuccessful,
because Joe hangs as limp as a wet rag - one of the more rets
of being a junkie.
grettable
ng

well-endow-

ed

side-effec-

Jaded Joe, who is not aroused by his

lady-frien-

stripmovie

d's

tease and psychedelic light show, spends the rest of the

looking for money to support his habit.
In the course of his search, Joe meets several weird people,
most of whom vainly try to interest him in some sort of sexual
activity. In one of these episodes, Joe is caught by a young
housewife while he is trying to find something worth stealing
from her sterile and barren apartment. She convinces Joe that
he should rape her, since that's what burglars are supposed to
do, Before any of this can happen, the young lady's husband
walks in and Joe tells him that he went to high school with the

Mrs.

by Tom
musical,
Detwiler and Pam Sprosty,
was wowing the children and
co-direc-

By Jim Breiner

--

ted

oldsters alike. This lively

play is about a boy named
Billy, played by Bruce Rentz,
who wants to grow up so that
he can rid himself of the
responsibilities of being a
little boy. Of course, we
all know what happens
The
cast had
plenty of interesting movements and choreography to
keep the attention of the
youngsters while the dialogue
provided plenty of entertainment for the adults. Olga,
the Russian chicken, played
by Dede Corvinus, was an
absolute scream with her
feathered costume, chicken-gai- t,
heavy accent, and leer
ing looks.
Pam Sprosty,.
was pleased with the success
of the show and noted that
there was only one "accident"
in all three performances - a
remarkable record for a preschool crowd.
The troupe plans to do
some shows at local elementary schools. "We've already
lined up road engagements at '
Kidron, Shreve and Chester,"
Sprosty noted.

...

all-colle- ge

Co-direc- tor,

winirtmnbidBiQmHaiHia

As we learn more and more about this couple, they seem to
be members of "straight" society, but many of their beliefs and
expectations, when contrasted with Joe's simple demand for
junk, seem strangely perverse.
The couple treat Joe as if he were a walking picture show.
They ask him stupid questions, the wife watches him bathe, and
they both take a keen interest in watching Joe stick the needle
is over with, the
in for his next high. When the needle-stickihusband throws Joe out like a piece of trash. The wife intervenes but her only motivation seems to have been to have a
stud around to keep her company.
Joe then returns to his friend. Holly, whose apartment he is
staying in. Although Holly is physically repulsive and somewhat sexually perverted, she begins to grow on you. Her genuine concern for her sister's welfare and her need for Joe arouse
definite feelings of sympathy.
The work of the camera has some part in establishing a sort
of homey atmosphere to Holly's apartment since it gives the
viewer the feeling he is sitting right in the room. The camera
pans slowly back and forth between the characters focusing on
each in turn as he speaks, so that the camera's eye becomes
very like the eye of a silent third party. This is in obvious contrast to the scenes at the newlyweds' apartment and in the
shots, n.pid changes in
strip tease scene in which high-lev- el
were used. All of these techniques
and close-up-s
lend an air of artificiality to the people, whereas the static
positioning of the camera in Holly's apartment helps make the .
people there seem somehow more genuine.
There is a good deal of social satire, much of which focuses
on the distance between what' one can know about from actual
experience and what he can learn from reading and hearsay. The
student all prohousewife welfare worker, and the
fess to be knowledgeable about the ways and the peoples of the
world, when, in fact, they showed themselves to be incredibly
sorts of
devoid of any but the most artificial and second-han- d
experience.
Joe and Holly, however, are knowledgeable people who have
gained experience by responding to that most primitive need for
some kind of high. They don't need to tell you that they are
human and that they know what it's like to be human. The camera tells you that. It also tells you that however weird and
perverse Holly and Joe may seem, they are not to be thought of
ng

.

point-of-vie-

w,

high-scho- ol

as trash.

1

Jim Bird's

5
Now thru May 10th
DUSTON HOFFMAN

BUCKEYE TREE RESTAURANT

in
STRAW DOGS
Char-Broil'.

May 10

to

May 23

THE LAST PICTURE SHOW

thTgodfather
ten commandments

ed

Steaks
Sandwiches, salads, sea food; Lunch
-

TUESDAY - FASHION SHOW

'

'

Just

3860 N. Cleveland Rd.
North of campus, two milas en Rt. 3
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By Bob Legge
What on the surface seemed

.
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Campaign Issues '72: Know Your
Candidates M The Mock Convention
bones defense budget, with the army on the grounds that it
of the revenues going to
bulk
might become a poor-maomy."
army.
On education, Jackson would programs for rebuilding Amer- - black-ma- n
MUSKIE ON CRIMINAL
ica.
increase federal aid to educaJUSTICE: "We need enough
tion from the present 8 to 3
police, with enough training,
of the total spent on
GEORGE WALLACE
to deter crime. We need to
streamline courts and we
INDOCHINA
Wallace
need swift, fair trials. We
stands in support of continued need prisons that stop crime,
bombing of North Vietnam and not teach it."
the idea of Vietnamization. He
TAX INEQUITY: "Until
opposed the McGovern-Hatfiel- d
these imbalances are corAmendment.
rected, it is meaningless to
NUCLEAR ARMS AND
talk about federal revenue
SPACE RACE -- Wallace supsharing. . .or other unrestrictported the ABM system and fa- ed block grants schemes which
vors the maintenance of nuclea could provide windfalls to sore
parity.
states and inequities to
ECONOMY -- Wallace advo(statement made in
others."
controls and 1966).
cates wage-pric- e
inflation as
cites cost-pric- e
Muskie has always been a
the major economic problem in leader in the fight against polour country in 1972.
lution. He started it in 1963,
CRIMINAL JUSTICE -and has written five major
Wallace urges stronger courts
clean air laws and three mathat will take more action.
jor clean water laws.
MARIJUANA
Wallace supports present marijuana laws.
AMNESTY
Wallace stands
against amnesty for draft evavironment and a healthy econ-

SHIRLEY CHISHOLM

n,

INDOCHINA -- Chisholm fa.
vors an immediate withdrawal
of all troops and air support.
WOMEN'S

RIGHTS-Chisho-

33-1-

lm

has proposed legislation to better the lot of the
powerless, including blacks,
women, and the young, and
supports every piece which
furthers the cause of equality
for women.

-

is strongly in

She

favor of the repeal of abortion

laws.

Chisholm is campaigning as
a "catalyst for change." She
has sad, "I have suffered
more discrimination as a woman than as a black," and
there-fo- re
attempts to unite
the forces of the powerless
behind her in a politically
powerful coalition for change.

-

-

ders.

GEORGE MCGOVERN
--

,.

eugene McCarthy

e.

-

-

-

all-volunt-

eer

re-or- de

all-volunt-

eer

mittee

Report of the Credentials
Committee, if necessary
Report of the Platform
Committee
Second Session, 1:30 p.m.
Nominations for the Presidency of the United Stares
Balloting for the Presidency
of the United States
Third Session, time to be
nounced

an-

er or American military support. Not to accept in our
time what the French called
'the yellowing of our

:

-

f

can be certain, will as his
first act bring this war to an
end. Not at a date certain in
the future, but as soon as he
is inaugurated. Not to have
it contingent upon free elections. ' Not to have it continued with American air pow-

'tfr,

-

Call to order
Invocation and Star Spangl
ed Banner
Introduction of guests and
officers of the Convention
Report of the Credentials
Committee
Introduction of Keynote
Speaker
Presentation of gavel to
Keynote Speaker
Keynote Speech
Opening remarks by the
ermanent Chairman
Report of the Rules Com-

Balloting for the Vice Pres
idency of the United States
Expression of thanks
Adjournment

INDOCHINA-McGove- rn,

-

First Session, 9:00 a.m.

States

author of the McGovern --Hatfield
amendment, is committed
to the immediate withdrawal of
all troops and air support from
Indochina.
NUCLEAR ARMS AND

AGENDA

Nominations for the Vice
Presidency of the United

-

VOLUNTEER ARMY
Wallace is against the establishment of a volunteer army.

McGovern
SPACE RACE
J
voted against the ABM system;
ECONOMY
McGovern feels
that the economy has suffered
as the result of a wasteful
military policy which has
drained wealth from the average citizen. He has proposed
HENRY JACKSON
converting the economy from
military to civilian production.
INDOCHINA-Jacks- on
favors He urges reform of the tax syscontinued bombing and gradual tem to stop spiraling inflation.
withdrawal conditional upon a
CRIMINAL JUSTICE -mutual cease-firMcGovern urges stronger supNUCLEAR ARMS AND
port for law enforcement agen
SPACE RACE
Jackson sup- cies to crack down on organized
ported the ABM system. He
crime.
proposes maintenance of nuWOMEN'S RIGHTS
EDMUND MUSKIE
clear parity by arms stockMcGovern has been a leader in
piling.
Congressional action against
INDOCHINA -- Muskie supECONOMY-Jacks- on
sees
discrimination in all forms,
ports complete withdrawal of
unemployment as our major
including sex descrimination.
economic problem. He proHe favors more liberal abortion all American military forces
from Vietnam upon the condiconposes strict wage-pric- e
lsws
of release of all American
tion
trols with no exceptions.
MARIJUANA -- McGovern has
before a fixed withdrawPOW's
CRIMINAL JUSTICE-Jacks- on
suggested a program for the
al date. He calls for an improposes an overgradual legalization of marimediate halt to the bombing.
haul in the court system to
juana.
NUCLEAR ARMS AND
clear up the backlog of court
AMNESTY
McGovern is
RACE -- Muskie opSPACE
in favor of granting amnesty to
ABM system and
posed
the
JACKSON ON LAW AND
draft evaders after the war
favors a decrease in space
JUSTICE: "Today in America ends.
expenditures. He is against
the stability of our democraVOLUNTEER ARMY
tic system is threatened by
McGovern stands in favor of an continuing the arms race and
urges less emphasis on milithe tyranny of a small minority
army.
tary aid in foreign aid prothat is systematically disrupt- MCGOVERN ON VIETNAM -ing our society while too
"I'm fed up with old men dream grams.
ECONOMY -- Muskie favors
ing up wars for young men to
many Americans sit complawage-pric- e
controls but wants
Indochina
.
war
in
The
in.
.The
die
cently on the sidelines.
to
fair
and adequately
insure
is the greatest military, poliAmerican people have a sense
enforced
Inflation .
decisions.
tolermoral
and
they
will
economic,
of fair play and
tical,
and
unemployment
are
our two
ate a good deal in the name of
blunder in our national history
problems,
says
main
economic
longanno. . .Now is the time to
dissent. But they are no
Muskie.
er willing to tolerate the viounce and abide by a timetable
WOMEN'S RIGHTS: Muskie
lence and civil disorder or the
for withdrawal of all U.S.
supports
the Equal Rights
ENVIRONintolerance of this new brand
armed forces."
Amendment
and urges strong
of American extremists."
MENT: "Only through a maendorsement
of all equal rights
next
by
POLLUTION AND THE
the
jor commitment
legislation.
ECONOMY: "Any fool can
president to a decent environbring about clean air by shuttment can we fully protect our
AMNESTY Muskie believes
ing down the economy and goresources and reverse the dam- the issue of amnesty should
ing fishing. It's fine for peoaging onslaught of man on nabe decided after the U.S. killple who have made it to say
ing has stopped.
ture."
we won't have any more ecoMcGovern sees a need for
VOLUNTEER ARMY -nomic growth. . . I say we
ring this country's priMuskie is against the estabmust have both a clean en- orities. He proposes a bare- lishment of an

CONVENTION

INDOCHINA-McCart- hy

supports immediate withdrawal
of all American troops and air
support. He supported the

bodies.'

"

McCarthy champions reform
of the welfare system, supporting a guaranteed annual
income and no taxation below
the poverty line.

amendment,
and calls for an immediate
bombing halt.
McGovern-Hatfiel- d

NUCLEAR ARMS AND

-

SPACE RACE
McCarthy
opposed the ABM system and
high spending on nuclear arms
and NASA.
ECONOMY -- McCarthy pro-

poses measures to balance
the economy by redirecting
the investment of federal
funds to "social ends and public goods."

CRIMINAL JUSTICE -McCarthy urges extensive reforms within the law enforcement system. In the Senate,
he has proposed prohibiting
the use of live ammunition
against American citizens, a
measure to limit the power of
governors to deploy armed
National Guard troops and prevent the recurrence of such

tragedies as Jackson State
and Kent State. He has spoken out against methods of
surveillance and coercion
used by federal agencies.

WOMEN'S RIGHTS -McCarthy is an outspoken supporter of legislation for women's rights, and was the primary sponsor of the Equal
Rights Amendment.

McCarthy on Vietnam:

"We need a President who, we

VV.

r

V"

HUBERT HUMPHREY
INDOCHINA Humphrey, a
supporter of the McGovern-Hatfie- ld
amendment, favors
withdrawal of all troops and
air support.
NUCLEAR ARMS AND

SPACE RAC- E- Humphrey has
been a leader in the area of
continued on page five
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State Representative Johnson

To Conduct MC Proceedings

.

:

f

-

.

t;

The Mock Convention

.

Com-mitt- ee

has secured as Permanent Chairman of the Convention State Representative John
E. Johnson. Representative
Johnson,. will conduct tomorrow's
..
ri
mi n u w iiri
it
floor in Severance Gymnasium.
He will be assisted by Mr. .
Dave Dunlap from the Speech
Department, who will act as
parliamentarian for the convention.
State Representative Johnson
represents Wayne and southern
Ashland Counties in the Ohio
General Assembly. For the
past six years he has resided
in the Orrville area.
Born and raised in Indiana,

nma

111

Representative Johnson attend-

ed public schools in Fort
Wayne, graduating from South
Side High School in 1955. He
attended Heidelberg College .
in, Tiffin, Ohio, and graduated
with a Bachelor of Arts degree
in 1959. He received his M.
Ed. degree from Kent State in
1963. Most recently he has
taught in the Wooster City
school system, at Orrville High
School, and in the Evening

!

in

1

f

'

V

.Senator Vance Hartke of Indiana's keynote address will mark
the start of official proceedings at tomorrow's Mock Democratic Convention.
MORE ON

Candidates
continued from page four
nuclear disarmament, and authored the nuclear test ban

NUCLEAR ARMS AND
SPACE RACE
Spock opposed
the ABM system' and proposes a

CRIMINAL JUSTICE
Humphrey calls for a more

piling.

treaty.
.

Issues

And

socia-

and better
police force, and a system of
law enforcement that serves
the needs of society rather
than simply provides punishment.
Humphrey's legislative record marks him as a Senator
with special concerns in the
areas of human rights and legislation for the development of
rural America and Third World

-

ports the full legalization of
marijuana.
AMNESTY:

amnesty for draft evaders.
VOLUNTEER ARMY:
Spock is in favor of the establishment of an all --volunteer

ECONOMY -- Spock supports
e
controls. He sees
unemployment as the major
economic problem facing the
U.S. today.
CRIMINAL JUSTICE -Spock proposes a plan of radical reform and complete overhaul of the judicial system.
wage-pric-

army.

Spock is endorsed by the
People's party (it is possible
to get the endorsement of
more than one party) as a presidential candidate. He supports draft and tax resistance

WOMEN'S RIGHTS:
ABORTION -- Spock favors a
bill of rights for women and
calls for the repeal of abor

DR. BENJAMIN SPOCK

to bring the war to an end. He
is the only candidate for president who was arrested in last
year's Mayday demonstrations.

porter of the McGovern-Hat-fiel- d
amendment, calls for
mediate withdrawal of all
troops and air support.

im-

j

1
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Fares To Europe
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Round Trip $185
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Call FLAIR TRAVEL

APRIL

234 West

FOR ALL INFORMATION
North St.

-.-.

262-31- 51

99

As indicated by the Institute
of Politics presidential 'preferon
ence poll, the
this campus seems to be Sen.
George McGovern. Muskie supporters appear, however, to
control a large part of the convention votes also. It may
occur that either of these candidates emerge as the winner
in a mock convention, however,
where the outcome is determined as much by effective campaigning and power-politias by student opinion. The
essence of the convention
lies in the "convention fever"
and politics on the floor.

AGE LIMIT 28

TRAVEL WAY

264-93-

These eight men have attempted to "sell" their candidates
to the voting delegates. Their
efforts will bear fruit tomorrow
through the efforts of state
chairmen and the votes of individual delegates.

Sat. - 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.

p.m.

ORDEREIjS
THE SMOOTH

Campaign chairman for the
various Democratic candidates
have been charged with gathering support for their nominees
and securing their nominations.
Heading these mock campaigns
are Rick Carpenter for Shirley
Chisholm, Dick Kuhn for Henry
Jackson, Richard Mahoney for
John Lindsay, Tom Burns
for Eugene McCarthy, Jack
Bryar for George McGovem,
Bruce Spratley for Edmund
Muskie, Bob Newman for Dr.
Benjamin Spock, and Rod
Ackerman for George Wallace.

Wrap-u- p

To Remain At
1971 BARGAIN PRICES

High

AIR
r

continued from page one

Youth

Stay

TV

Convention

GOOD NEWS!

Wooiter't One Hour Cleaner'
855 Beall - College Hills Shopping Center
Next to Sears
262-665-

-

:

j

On Hour Cleaning
Until 4 p.m. Daily

In A Hurry!

i

MORE ON

i

ONE HOUR MARTI NIZING

Spock, a sup-

INDOCHINA

is for

Spock

llast-minu- te

Politics, was aided by faculty
advisor Dr. Bradlee Karan of
the Political Science Department. Roger Trimm acted as
treasurer of the Committee's
limited budget.

Spock sup-

MARIJUANA:

smaller space budget and decrease in nuclear arms stock-

lly-oriented

nations.

tion laws.

am. The campus community
Division of Akron University.
and general public are invited
Aside from teaching, Repreto the keynote speech and the
sentative Johnson has served second
third sessions inhis community in a variety of volving and
debate, nominations,
I
I
and balloting.
,
KVCT
mi City Council;
as
the Orrville
member of the Orrville Branch
Although delegate registra- - I
University Committee, and as
a member of the Consistory of rtion ends at 7:00 p.m. tonight, I
registration of dele-- l
Christ United Church. He was
elected to the General Assemblyjgates will continue until the J
start of the afternoon session
in 1970 and serves on the
House Ways and Means Commit- - at 1:30 p.m., or until all dele- - J
lentinna havp been filled. Stu- - I
tee and the State Government
(dents who have not taken advanl
Committee.
Jtage of the preconvention regSetting the tone of the mock istration but are interested in
convention will be an address
taking part should go to Sever- I
by the Keynote Speaker, Senaanrn ritmnactitm tnmnrmw
tor Vance Hartke from Indiana. (morning. As long as there are
Senator Hartke will be honored (unfilled delegations, interested
by the presentation of a gavel (students will be given the.
by the convention. The mornjchance to vote as delegates.
ing session will begin at 9:00
;

J

CUSTOM MADE
LEATHER GOODS
"WE MAKE WHAT YOU WANT"

264-650- 5
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Mean End In India

Granted that such actions, are
continued from page one
by Chuc
is such a thing as study habits.
not those of the majority who
way of insuring good
other
No one bothers to teach them
For those of you in VOICE Ville who wondered why there marks
put five rupees on take the exams, they happen
how to study, and so they simto
is
wasn't a P.S. to my column last week: I was a victim of Slick one side of the desk, and a
often enough to merit attention. ply don't know to study effecRichard's razor blade. With one slice he severed the poem I'd knife on the other. This lets
Invigilators are killed every
tively. Another reason, al- composed to Sal for not recognizing her at the party. Hey man !! everyone know, especially the year in this country, and many, though the one of least imporAnd now on to New Yorkl
who shun violence, find theminvigilator (the exam proctor),
tance as far as the students
The first time
selves none the poorer for turn- are concerned, is that course
that the student intends to
Ever I saw your lace
material in many subjects
cheat, and that the proctor had ing their backs.
I felt the sun rose in your eyes
A number of reasons may be
doesn't change from vear to
better take the money and turn
and the moon and the stars
given in explanation for such
year. The syllabuses are the
his back, or he will have to
Were the gifts you gave to the dark
although they don't
same in many courses as the
face the knife. Those who
actions,
And the end of the sky
justify bribery and violence.
wish to emphasize the point,
ones in 1930.
I carried with me" a little yellow notebook to keep track of
may exchange the knife for a
One reason is that the majority
Continued in next week's
my impressions of the places and faces of The City. In glancof the students are completely
pistol, and some don't even
ing thru it one can detect a certain sparseness in jotting downs bother to put the money out.
Voice
ignorant of the fact that there
and even that ceases abrubtly as we're crossing the George
Washington Bridge. Which isn't to say I wasn't impressed, I
MORE OK
was overwhelmed. And my distracted condition continued till
we crossed back over that bridge (which I might add is a sexist
bridge - "Martha" is underneath).
It surely wasn't the contrast with the bus that separated me
are a lot of illegal things
mailboxes was a petition of
and the yellow spiral, between Sue (whose YWCA pin was taken
happening
in SGA." Council
A
referendum.
the
from
actual
continued
page one
to the moon by one of the Apollo missionaries) making with this
decided that one of its memof the
petition with one-six-th
"Up in the air Jr. Birdman" bit and Paul downing Lambrusco
bers would consult with
and Cleve and Bob and Nancy and I rapping on La Raza Unida;
exist as units with programs an students' signatures is requirBrowder.
ed
before
be
can
the
given
be
issue
study
and that "more
and trying to sleep with a roar resembling a lawn mower burstCouncil adopted a revised
to the elimination of the segreing your ear drums and chairs that lurched forward every time
Code, too, at its TuesSocial
put
a
as
referendum.
gation
of the sexes."
the bus hit a bump and the temperature at 32 - and that was
A motion to exday
session.
Doris
Coster wondered
Sixth, the HRC expects to
just the back of the bus!
until
weekend
tend
visitation
whether
referendum
the
a
was
We arrived at 6:30, drove around one block five or six times, obtain an office with an "office
vote,
3 a.m. passed in a
of
SGA
revision
the
constituemploying
"office
schedule,"
and finally docked in front of the Holiday Inn on 57th Street.
rationale
for
the
asked
Coster
or
tion
an
amendment.
Revisand staff assistance" by Fall
Can you imagine forty CO, W.' (students) - which may or may
of 3 rather than 2 a.m. visitaions, she contended, could
Quarter, 1972. .
not be confused with P.O.W.'s - boppin down the lobby stairs,
only
by
tion. Stu Piper said that a
be
made
Council.
Regarding athletics, the
on the way to the johns, dragging packs, jackets and box .
poll
revealed that most stuAmendments
could
be
added
endorHRC
seventh area, the
lunches behing them. "What are you doing here?", the maid
wished to have 23 hour
dents
ses the Faculty Athletic Com- without the consent of Counasks, "Using the facilities", Nancy answers.
on weekends. Three
visitation
cil,
however.
mittee's (FAC) recommends--tion- s
The first place we "did" was Broadway and I think that's
was a comtherefore,
a.m.,
appears
Newto
"It
me,"
and
"intercollegiate
on
when it hit me that I was "There". I mean when one sees The
acceptmotion
promise.
The
man
SGA
concluded,
"that
intramural (IM) programs."
Ed Sullivan Theatre live instead of via channel 2 (Mich.) - I
passed
in a
ing
all
revisions
ram
trying
to
through."
is
this
The FAC recommends that
don't know what the CBS station is here - then he or she reavote.
Jim Hyman concurred, "There
added
to
be
members
"black
lizes where they're at. Not to say that I broke into a raucas
the physical education facrendition of "Manhattan Island", . . . almost (smile).
that funds be approulty:"
To get "off the beaten track" we hung a left at Times
to "increase the medpriated
Square and dug West 42nd St. To say the least the beat goes
and to trainrecruit
ical
staff"
on and New York seems to take "Pomo Road" in stride. Actualcoaches give
that
trainers:
ly, it isn't as bad as "they" tell you. In fact the city is cleanattenpersonalized
player
each
er, friendlier, and safer than we're led to believe. There are
IM activities
and
that
tion:
flowers and trees and birds everywhere, half the people I saw
be evaluated.
were wearing smiles and not one of us got mugged. Like the
by Randy Luvaas
Jones suggested that the
only thing that even resembled Gangland USA was 'The GodHRC membershi p should be
Automation is upon us. Some say it is going to become
father!'
expanded. He hopes that it
the greatest single problem of modern mankind, and nowhere
By the time we made the Empire State it was nine o'clock
will be composed of six stuis that more evident than right here, on our college campus.
and snowing which could have been symbolic as my Aunt Kate
and three each from the Here we find the grass roots of a greater struggle Man versus
said it would the day before for lunch in Central Park. I talked dents
faculty, administration and
the Machine.
to her from a Deli we entered to come in from the cold and when community.
He was apprehenMachines are SHREWDER than we might care to think and
I returned to the table Nancy and Janis were talking in Chinese
sive that the College may be
it is high time we recognize them for the enemy that they realto a waiter who once lived in Hong Kong. New York is like
unwilling to commit itself to
ly are! No longer content to take our human orders and fulfill
that, yeah it is!
the time, staff and money that our needs, they are now beginning to wage lethal war yes,
makeshift
a
under
came,
so
When we reassembled the rains
an effective program would
war on mankind as a whole.
of stocking caps, towels, umbrellas, plastic bags and roof tops involve.
Their tactics are based on one human weakness, the need
we dug the people. The people who had come, from New Jersey,
Council Chairman Glenn
Control a man's stomach and you control his very
to
eat!
got
Connecticut, from magazines, and television stations Paul
was the first to sugBucher
machines-knobeing!
this, and we are in grave danger
The
taped and filmed by one crew - from colleges and universities,
gest
the HRC be rethat
as
a
result.
from Tiffany's and Bonwit Teller (would you believe opals and
established as an independent
this
Now, friends, I know that a lot of you will pooh-poo- h
mink!), persons from everywhere gathered at 75th and Central
body funded by the College.
danger,
of
I
am
source
me
theory,
inventing
the
telling
that
Park West. We rapped with a woman from Washington Heights
Jones remarked that there
blowing it completely our of proportion. But let me say this
who'd been demonstrating for 8 years against the war, people
"was a clouded relationship
to you: they never expected Hannibal to cross the Alps,
from the Socialist workers party, Women's Movement people,
and
between
Council
HRC."
either.
The element of surprise, a slow infiltration, and then-b- am
Gay Activists, Jews, Blacks, Chicanos, Senior citizens - I
It was also legitimate, he
all over!
it's
a
the
hand
and
sign
in
saw an 80 year old woman, a cane in one
said, to argue that student
How many of you can rightfully say that you have never,
other, making her way down the Avenue of America
funds from Council should not once in your entire life, encountered a hostile machine? None
The March brought it all together. It was more than four
be used by the HRC, which
of you, I would be willing to wager. It may have been a pay
hours in the rain, 35 blocks, and fifty thousand people. For
has faculty and administraphone, a home appliance, a pinball machine the list is endwhen one is kneeling in the street next to someone from Westive representatives.
less. Yet it is not these machines that are my concern. I see
tchester while "taps" sifts thru the crowd, and when that perThe purpose for establisha far graver danger in the automated food machines, such as
son helps you to stand back up when the memorial is over then
ing HRC was unclear, Jones
ones that have managed to infiltrate our very dormitories.
the
you realize we're all in this. That White Plains and Wooster
said. "Why the College of
think of it hostile machines, intent on controlling your
Just
both have a need to end this disease that has ravaged South
Wooster wants an HRC" is the
living in the basement of the same buildings in
stomach,
this latest relaose:
East Asia, esneciallv
good
issue. If "it is just a
you
In this sense Fm hoping that my "first time" will be the
which
sleep.
thing to do, then they will be
example
An
last. That when I return to The City peace will be more than
the other night, caught by that
content with the ambiguity"
hunger
become such a large part of college life, I
a chance. It won't be easy, the faces of the construction workwhich
has
of its purpose. It could, how- was forced to
enter
ers on 41st and the man in the john in the Steak House who
into the lair of those food machines which
ever, act as a conscious for
I so detest and fear, clutching in my hands the last quarter
said "We should bomb the hell out of 'em!" demonstrated that
campus and "put people
to me. But then, there was the woman on the steps of that same the
that I could call mine. I was met by the sinister smile of a
on the spot," he concluded.
agree
ya,
100
with
Coke machine, who benignly told me to use Correct Change
restaurant who smiled and informed me "I
Bob Newman, Council member' I'm going down to the rally now!"
Only.
I had none, of course. None of the other machines will
-elect,
approached Council accept quarters anyway they are all in it together, I tell you
Our last junket was to the West Village, drenched from the
and suggested that Student
and I could almost hear their derisive laughter as I walked,
knees down and the waste up, our stomachs filled with everything from spaghetti to potato soup. The art galleries and jew- Government Association (SGA) defeated out of the room, a broken and hungry man. I desper- President John Browder may
elry stores and record shops are as fascinating as the funky
ately ran around to the various dorms, only to find that the
be "attempting to change
none of the infidels would accept
people and we were there after dusk so don't let anyone tell
conspiracy was complete
you not to wait until dark. Just beware of the newspaper stand this unconstitutionally"
my quarter. Too hungry and weakened to go any further with
men who get upset if you ask for the TIMES when all they carry referring to the proposed addimy studies that night, I was forced to my bed
despair.
tion of the Senate and elimina- Imagine, a man's education being controlled byinfood machines.
is the DAILY NEWS. "With customers like you. . .etc. etc."
tion of the Central Committee.
they rag.
Yes, friends, we are in grave danger, and it is a danger of
It was great to see the "Tens of Thousands Demonstrate in He said that the referendum
making.. The very machines that we have devised to
own
our
placed in mailboxes on MonNew York Despite Bad Weather" line in lights in Times Sq.,
help us have turned on us. I can only salute those brave
somehow it made the soggy return trip worthwhile. I mean Sue day was slanted and ambigusouls, undaunted by the imposing power these machines have,
who have the integrity to strike a blow for freedom and FIGHT
wasn't there to tell us how Mrs. McGillicutty died and the radio ous.
There was some confusion
wouldn't work, so we huddled under damp coats wanning ourback! A crowbar in the coinslot is the only way to overcome
whether the paper put in
selves with visions of a better world.
the sinister smile of a Coke machine!!
P.S. I'm digg'.n fits June Moore tor tier super performance inJ.C.
.
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Golfers Take GICA By 17 Strokes
The Fighting Scot golf team
turned what was a close
tournament at the halfway
point into a runaway in the
GLCA tourney held last
Saturday at the L. C Boles
golf course. The Scots, who
finished second last year,
once again showed their out

ter was junior Scott Bair who
r
par 76.
carded a
Four players turned 77's for

standing depth in clinching
the title. Finishing first out
of eleven teams, the Scots
were seventeen strokes
ahead of their nearest competitors which were Denison
and Kenyon, who tied for
second.
Leading the way for

Woos-

-

at the hands of

11-- 3

Wittenberg.
It was the Wittenberg attack
and midfield that defeated
Wooster. The attack trio of
Achilles-Galicki-Jon-

ac-

es

counted for seven goals and

seven assists. At the start
of the game it looked as if
the Wooster offense was finally going to unload as Scott
Anderson and Phil Anson
scored quick goals to establish an early Wooster lead.

"Wittenberg came
back to establish a commanding lead. In the second half
Wooster hit the nets once
more when senior John Weaver scored his first goal of
the season. Dave Cop el and
had 21 saves and is sure to
be among the leaders in the
midwest in the number of
saves per game.
Kenyon has been the surprise team in the midwest
this year and in many ways
How-eve- r,

resembles last year's Wooteam. This spring they
traveled to Maryland and were
undefeated in three games
they played. Thus far they
are undefeated in midwest
competition having defeated
ster

an 4, Oberlin
and
Ohio University 14-Wittenberg
The Wittenberg game was decided in a
Ohio-Wesl- ey

6--

7-- 1,

8,

9-- 8.

west's first

playerof-the-wee- k

this year, heads a defense that was 12 for 12 in
clearing the ball against

Wittenberg. Kenyon's English
goalie, Mike Tavener, has performed well in the nets this
year. He replaced Kenyons
outstanding goalie Jim Peace,

10
ON

OFF

ALL PURCHASES

PRESENT THIS AD
AND C.O.W. LD.

STOP

AND

SHOP AT

WHITEY'S
ARMY-NAV-Y

College Hills Shopping
Center

30

Nov.

last year.

decided to hold the events
(other than those field
events which could be held
at the OWU stadium) at a
nearby high school which
track.
has an
The Scots soaked up
points in the discus, with
a toss of 138'1" by Terry
Finigan for 3rd place and
John Helm leaped 217" in
the long jump for 2nd place.
Saturday's events were
held back at the OWU stadium under a clear sky and
much better conditions. Bob
Cyders put the shot 41'1"
to take 6th in that event,

22-2-

all-weath-

3).

4-1-

IfT. UNION
at Wittenberg

match consisted of a 10 game
because of the limited
facilities and the fairly large
number of teams participating
in the tournament.

-

ls

12-6- -1

4-6-

-1

a-3-

-1

WOOSTER, OHIO
Five
new foes and three of the top
four finishers in the Ohio Con-

coach, has joined the staff of
Camp Fighting Scot.
Now in its third year, the
five week Camp will operate
from June 25 through July 29.
The sessions are open to yourg
men who will begin grades
after September 1, 1972.
Wooster's head basketball
coach and camp director, Al
(The Dutchman) Van Wie, is
quite pleased by the addition
of Webb: "I regard Wyatt as

ference last fall highlight The
College of Wooster's 1972
football schedule.
The new opponents according to head coach Pat O'Brien
are John Carroll, Wittenberg,
Heidelberg, Capital and Baldwin-They join holdovers Albion, Kenyon and

6-- 11

Wallace.

Mount Union.
Wooster, fifth in trie Ohio
Conference with a 2 slate
last fall, opens on the road
against Albion and Kenyon.
6--

outstanding teacher. He
enjoys great rapport with his
players and his record speaks
for itself.
an

The Scots then host John
Carroll, a President's Athletic
Conference contender, and
The Purple
Raiders finished third in the
OAC with a 2 ledger last
Mount Union.

7--

season.

Wittenberg,
over the
years against Wooster, returns to the schedule after a
one year absence. Usually a
juggernaut in the OAC, the
Tigers finished eighth in 1971
with a 4 mark.
Wooster will close with outings against powerhouses
Heidelberg, Capital and Baldwin-Heidelberg, 3
overall, placed fourth in the
Conference standings. Baldwin-1 was the OAC
Runner-u- p
in 1971.
Albion and John Carroll are
the only
schools on the schedule.
Although 32 lettermen return
the list includes on'y 13 starters and losses include a number of three and four year regulars
,
4-1- 0-1

5--

Dave Brown soared 13' to

take 3rd in the pole vault.

Rick Sollman ran a 56.1 in

the 440 ;M hurdles to grab
the only win for the Scots
and Rick also finished 6th
in the 120 high hurdles with
a time of 16.7. Finally to
finish the scoring, the mile
relay team of Jim Polychron,
Paul Reiman, Rick Sollman,
and John Helm put their efforts together to place 2nd
with a time of 3:20 flat.

Wallace.

6--

Wallace,

9--

non-Confere-

nce

'

"

i

Sports Calendar

i

I
I

SATURDAY, APRIL 29

pro-s- et

Wooster's Frank Carleton,
Rick Ellsworth, Bob Ferrance,
Jim Nelson, and Mark Worford,
and doubles combinations of
Carleton & Ferrance, and Nelson & Worford all made it to
round of the
the semi-finatournament, after a seemingly
unlucky draw which placea 4
of the 6 singles and 2 of the
3 doubles in the same bracket
with top ranked Kalamazoo
players. Ellsworth made it
into the finals and Nelson
and Worford went all the way
to wrap up 2nd place for the
Fighting Scots.

-0

.10-4-- 1.

at Capital
BALDWIN-

0-3-

33-20- -4

HEIDELBERO
(Homacoming)

4

-0

26-9- -3

WALLACE

Rick Rem bold threw the
javelin 166'2" to place 5th,

er

SERIES
RECORD

JOHN CARROLL

7
14
21
28

Thinclads Fifth At GLCA;
Sollman Wins 440 Hurdles
The Scot track team finished fifth out of eleven entries
in the 8th annual GLCA
track and field meet which
was held at Ohio Wesley an
University last Friday and
Saturday (April
Wabash was the victor
with 89 points followed by
OWU with 88 points, then
Denison with 84, DePauw
with 83, and Wooster with
42.
Due to untimely precipitation, the track was flooded
before the meet was underway. After some discussion,
the coaches and officials

at Albion
at Kanyon

Oct.

WOOSTER, OHIO
Wyatt
Webb, the highly successful
Akron University basketball

bright note for Wooster in
last week's game was the
return of freshman Jamie
Thomas to the lineup. He
missed the first two games
due to a wrist injury. His
presence should help strengthen the midfield both offensively and defensively. This
will be a must game for Kenyon if they are to remain in
first place in the midwest,
especially, after Bowling
Green's upset victory over
Denison last weekend.

man

Sept. 23

11

A

Lords are junior attackmen
Dave Cronin and senior
Bob Heaps. Cronin
is leading the Midwest Lacrosse Division in total
points. Bob Heaps, the mid-

Metters Are Second
Wooster's Rick Ellsworth
was runner-u- p at the 2nd singles position, and the Scot's
doubles combination of Jim
Nelson and Mark Worford won
the 3rd doubles division, after
pulling the upset of the tournament by defeating top seeded
Kalamazoo 10-- 7 in the 2nd
round, as the Wooster Scots
placed second in the annual
GLCA tennis tournament at
Wabash College in Crawfords-vill- e,
Indiana last weekend.
The entire tournament was
held indoors because of the
lousy weather, and each

who graduated

OPPONENT

i

beaten

triple overtime.
Leading coach Bill Heiser's

sudden-deat- h

de-fense-

The next major goal for the
Scots is the OAC Tournament
which will be held in two
weeks. Last year, the Scots
finished second to Ohio
by a single stroke and
will be out for revenge.

DATE

Wes-ley- an

Laxmen Seek First Victory
The College of Wooster
travels tomorrow to Kenyon
College hoping to gain its
first victory of the season.
Last Saturday the Scots were

Shellhase of Kenyon with a

the Scots; they were Captain
Jim Hodges, Paul Abbey,
Gary Welshhans and John
Kneen. Freshman Mike
McKeon turned in the high
for Wooster with a 78. Tournament medalist was Dave

mo

Football Schedule

onever par 73.

--

four-ove-

Savan

GOLF VS. Falcon Invitational

Bowling Green

Women's TENNIS
WRA LACROSSE

AWAY
AWAY
HOME
AWAY
HOME

a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

vs. Akron
vs. Ohio University
JV BASEBALL vs. Akron
BASEBALL vs. Urbana (doubleheader)
TENNIS vs. Denison
TRACK vs. Denison, Muskingum, B-LACROSSE vs. Kenyon

Gasoline was tried but it

their beloved game and improve
their Ohio Athletic Conference

10:30
11:00
1:00
1:30
1:30
1:30
2:00

W

BEREA

u
Scots Score Rainout Record
still couldn't burn away the

record. If no more games are

wet ground on the baseball
field Saturday. The Fighting
Scot baseball team was once
again denied the right to play

cancelled, the Scots will lay
a grand total of 6 OAC games
(including their 7 victory

.

AWAY

over Mount Union), which must
set some kind of record for
playing the least amount of
league games in a single season.

8--

Clemens Sparks Jayvees

The victorious Fighting
Scots J. V. Lacrosse team
turned in their first victory
FINAL RESULTS
after two close defeats.
No.of Their win was over the stunPoints ned Oberlin team, with the
Place
Team
final score at 6 to 4. The
24
Kalamazoo
1st
six goals were all scored
10
Wooster
2nd
by
the Scots invincible attack-me8
Ohio Wesleyan
3rd
Paul Clemens (Menza)
8
Wabash
3rd
3 goals. Rich Drushal
(Druvinski) 2 goals, and

Mike Henty (Mr. Thank You)

goal. The Oberlin team's
futile defence was led by
their star henchman 50
(alias 44 who changed his
number in hopes of not being
recognized, but was easily
spotted by his flowing pony-tail- ),
1

40 for

and

n.

liant

ankle-bitin-

g

his briltechniques.

The Scots midfields turned
in a good game setting up the
attack's scoring drives. The
deciding factor in the game
(and on the bench) was the
superb play of the defense.
Especially the Scots young
and agile goalie, John Cope-lan- d
(baby brother of Dave
Copeland, the varsity goalie).
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"Gigpr"

DsHtmmBS "Luc!ty" "Crazy AT
pinball champ of the College

Larry "Gigger" Gigax took
the lead over from "Crazy
Al" Neel in the 5th round of
the finals and held off a late
rally from the lone survivor
of the Slater House gang, Ed
Wiley, to be crowned the 1972

of Wooster.
During the week preceding
the finals, qualifying rounds
were held on each of the 7
pinball machines in Scot

Lanes. Each contestant

was.

allowed to try as many times
as he (or she) wanted to qualify but one did have to furnish his (or her) own dimes
and quarters to feed the machines. Steve Crain, Bob
Mayer, Bill Spearman, Nate
Speights, and John Weymer
all did. well in the. qualifiers,
getting their name on the
board as a leader more than
once. A couple ot girls,
Margie Be em and Mary
got into the act and
each led at one point. But
when the qualifiers ended
11.00 P.M. Thursday night,
the field was down to the
lucky 7 that had survived
the week of pimps, drains,
and tilts.
On Friday morning, "Fireball" was installed, the pinball machine that would determine the pinball champion.
Some complained that there
was too much luck involved
in Fireball," what with a
little revolving rubber disc
in
me center controlling the
uie
"i the
destiny of the ball.
Ed-gert- on,

The champion, Larry "Giggar" Gigax, appears confident and
oil smiles as the rules are explained before the finals. Also
shown are Scott Lane's manager, Jerry Limbach, and contestants "Crazy Al" Neel and Paul Riddle.

am
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B
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cham- -

Last year's pinball

qualified last year, "Last

year I pumped in about 15
bucks to make sure I would

A

!

Nevertheless, the stage
was set.
That afternoon, when numbers were drawn to determine
the order the contestants
would shoot, talk had it that
Slater House, with 3 in the
running, looked in a very fine
position to take home all the

j

!

get into the finals."

E

tension, and all that are .
brought into play. ..There is

55

"It takes skill. Nerves,

new
-

THE

stuff
at

in

;

j

BODY

i

SHOP

"Crazy Al" Neel, hailing

from Ann Arbor, Michigan,
drew the privilege of start-

!

ing things out. Al, with experience on the many and
varied machines on the University of Michigan campus,
led the qualifiers. On Stardust he had boomed out a
total of 163,760 points. Al
proceeded to set the high
for the day, a fine effort over
62,000, which was the only
score good enough to win a
replay during the finals.
But then the choke occur ed
and his final score only
totaled 100,970.
Dave Johnston was next.
Leading qualifier
quaimer on Gold
ieaamg
uoia
continued on Pa. 2

OIhJaIii
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MUGGINS THOlCe

ftSpi,
i ftCCOUIllS
1 lUlUl
UieCK

rrri--

Any one of the
luck involved. Anv
7 finalists could win on a
given day," said "Lucky,"
a proven winer, who on the
average, wins a game for
every one he pays for.

We've just got

hardware.

;

Land

Low-c- ut

lubber jeans....

$7.50

I

Live

Low-c- ut
;

j

jeans ....
$7.00
Soft brushed

In

denims
at only $7.50
Especially for

iHiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiui

1 11

on, "Lucky" Dillon made
pion,
me comments on the sport
some
of pinball during the week of
theequalizers.
qualifiers.
Besides admitting he was
"really getting pimped" this
year. Lucky explained how he

2nd

;

E

Spring and

E

Summer

White

low-c- ut

Landlubber

j

jeans... $8.00

v.

w

The heaviest

array of tops...

E

only $4.oo,

I

$5.00, & $6.00$
"An exciting C
shipment of C
c
organic
shampoo & r
bath oil just
5
55
arrived'1
i

too when you see all the goodies that

You'll feel rejoiceful
come with a

I

I

'

Ed Wiley shows

played.

his fans how the game of pinball should be

Personal

MM

Checking Account

for students.

1

like its trim checkbook cover, in the colors of your college,
stamped with the college emblem free.
like its safety
them free.

paper checks with your name printed on

like its painless low cost with no surprise charges.

HAND BLENDED TOBACCOS

IMPORTED PIPES

S3

55
55
!

55

making your financial life more

pleasant.

2
5

And that's telling it like it is when you have ThriftiChecks to
keep you company. Start enjoying them soon.

S
5!

like its helpfulness

55

55

5S

like its no minimum balance feature that let's you keep
whatever you wish in your account.

CITY NEWS
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in

THE
BODY

shop!

The Wayne County Nat'l. Bank

!

DELICATESSEN
PAPER3ACK

BOOKS

LOCATIONS"
"THREE CONVENIENT LOCATIONS'

MAGAZINES

Cleveland-Bea-

Opn 6:30 a.m.

12:30

a.m.. Sunday 'til 10X)XE

ll

Office

Opposite the hospital
Main Office
Pub. Sq.

200

S. Mark

St.

Phon

262-51-

51

Q

Bowman Street Office
8C6 E. Bowman St.

A

I

IgMen
X

Eg

5

store for
&

;

liberated!

women
123 E. LIBERTY ST.

(in back of Mol.'i

Miller's)
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